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Strict deadlines apply to when a property
settlement must be determined. If a deadline is
missed, the consequences could be serious.
For a married couple, a property settlement

Quite often there is a significant difference
between spouse’s incomes when they separate.
Addressing that imbalance is called spouse
maintenance.

Application to the Court cannot be brought after 12
months after the date of Divorce. For a de facto
couple, a property settlement Application cannot
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The Court was not satisfied with the explanation
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The Mother’s new job offered her a range of
opportunities that she did not have in the small

agreed understanding, however she had made
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with his Wife and he believed they had an
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The Mother wanted to relocate from the small
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had little, if any, relationship with the Father.
•

The Father confirmed he had a strained
relationship with the Mother but he wanted to

would be caused if leave was not granted.

spend time with the baby.
The Husband’s Application was dismissed.
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Court Order:

RELOCATING WITH A BABY

•

The Mother was allowed to move but was

There is always something happening in

required to travel to the Father’s location 4

‘relocation cases’.

times per year in the school holidays and 2
other times in the first 6 months after she

Last month, the Court had to consider an urgent
application by a Mother who wanted to relocate
from a small country town with her baby, to
approximately 1,000 km away.

relocated.
•

The Mother was to pay the costs for 4 out of
the 6 trips.
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